Abstract. A fuzzy observable is regarded as a smearing of a sharp observable, and the structure of covariant fuzzy observables is studied. It is shown that the covariant coarse-grainings of sharp observables are exactly the covariant fuzzy observables. A necessary and sufficient condition for a covariant fuzzy observable to be informationally equivalent to the corresponding sharp observable is given.
Introduction
The discovery of the proper mathematical formulation of the notion of a physical quantity (observable) in quantum mechanics as a normalized positive operator measure instead of the more traditional spectral measure (normalized projection measure) has provided, among many other advantages, a quantitative frame to investigate various formulations of the idea of an imprecise measurement of a physical quantity. In this paper we study the structure of the so-called fuzzy observables, and, especially, covariant fuzzy observables.
The notion of a fuzzy observable will be formulated as a smearing of a sharp observable (projection measure). The definition of a fuzzy observable and some of its interpretations and motivations are given in Section 2. In Section 3 we recall some results concerning covariant observables. In Section 4 we show that another related notion, the so-called coarse-graining, agrees with the notion of a fuzzy observable in the covariant case. The structure of covariant fuzzy observables is described. The norm-1-property of an observable (the possibility that with a suitable preparation its measurement outcome probabilities can be made arbitrarily close to one) as well as the regularity (the Boolean structure of its range) are operationally important properties. In Section 5 we study consequences of these properties for fuzzy observables. Since fuzzy observables are coarse-grainings of sharp observables, the question arises under what conditions the state distinction power of a fuzzy observable is the same as that of the corresponding sharp observable. This will be answered in Section 5.3. In the final Section 6 we shall illustrate some of the results of the paper in terms of familiar examples.
Fuzzy observables: definition and motivations
Let H be a complex separable Hilbert space and L(H) the set of bounded operators on H. Let Ω be a nonempty set and F a σ-algebra of subsets of Ω. We say that a set function E : F → L(H) is an operator measure, if it is σ-additive with respect to the strong (or [10, p. 318 ] equivalently, weak) operator topology. The operator measure E is positive if E(X) ≥ O for all X ∈ F, and normalized if E(Ω) = I. If the normalized operator measure E is projection valued, that is, E(X) 2 = E(X) for all X ∈ F, it is a spectral measure. We call a positive normalized operator measure E : F → L(H) an observable and a spectral measure a sharp observable. For an observable E : F → L(H) and a unit vector ψ ∈ H we let p E ψ denote the probability measure on Ω defined by p E ψ (X) = ψ|E(X)ψ , X ∈ F. To distinguish sharp observables from general observables, we reserve the letter P for a spectral measure. If Ω is a topological space, we denote by B(Ω) the Borel σ-algebra of Ω. For a selfadjoint operator A in H we let P A : B(R) → L(H) denote its spectral measure. In such a situation we may also refer to A as the sharp observable. (i) for every ω ∈ Ω, ν ω is a probability measure; (ii) for every X ∈ F, the mapping ω → ν ω (X) is measurable.
The integral
defines by the dominated convergence theorem a positive normalized operator measure. We call it a fuzzy observable with respect to P , and we say that the mapping ν is a confidence measure.
There are at least two interpretations for the operator measure E defined in Equation (1), depending on whether one wants to think of fuzziness as belonging to points or to events. We take a brief look at these two viewpoints.
Since realistic measurements always have some unsharpness or imprecision, one may think that the points of Ω are to be replaced by probability distributions. We can write the sharp observable P in the form
where δ ω is the Dirac measure at a point ω ∈ Ω. Comparing Equations (1) and (2), we notice that the fuzzy observable E is formed by replacing at every point ω ∈ Ω the point measure δ ω by the probability measure ν ω . Thus unsharpness related to a point ω is quantified by a probability measure ν ω . This is the viewpoint e.g. in [2] , [3] and [19] . Another interpretation arises from Zadeh's notion of a fuzzy set and a fuzzy event, [21] , [22] . We recall that a fuzzy set in Ω is a mapping X : Ω → [0, 1], and its values X(ω) are called the membership degrees of the points ω. Ordinary sets are identified with their characteristic functions. Let µ be a probability measure on F . Following Zadeh, a fuzzy set is called a fuzzy event if the corresponding function is measurable. The probability µ(X) of a fuzzy event X is defined as the integral Ω X(ω)dµ (ω) . Following this way of thought, it is natural to define P ( X) as the operator
Let now ν be a confidence measure. For a fixed set X ∈ F the mapping ω → ν ω (X) is a fuzzy event. Thus ν can be seen as a function which maps measurable sets to fuzzy events. If X is the fuzzy event ω → ν ω (X), Equation (1) can be written as
We may thus conclude that in any vector state ψ ∈ H, ||ψ|| = 1, the fuzzy observable E gives for an event X the same probability as the sharp observable P gives for a fuzzy event X.
To expand on the physical motivation of the present study, we recall a typical situation of measurement theory, described by the so-called standard measurement model [4] , [5] . We denote by H the Hilbert space of the system to be measured and by K the Hilbert space of the measurement apparatus. The aim is to measure a sharp observable A of the object system (a selfadjoint operator on H) using a measurement interaction of the form
where B is a sharp observable of the apparatus (a selfadjoint operator on K) and λ ∈ R a coupling constant. Let φ ∈ K be an initial vector state of the apparatus and denote φ λa = e iλaB φ for all a ∈ R. Let Z be the sharp pointer observable (selfadjoint operator on K) being applied. The probability reproducibility condition
required to hold for all vector states ϕ ∈ H and X ∈ B(R), defines the actually measured observable E : B(R) → L(H) of the object system, and a direct computation shows that
For a fixed a, the mapping X → φ λa |P Z (X)φ λa is a probability measure and for a fixed X, the mapping a → φ λa |P Z (X)φ λa is continuous. Thus, the mapping (a, X) → φ λa |P Z (X)φ λa is a confidence measure. One concludes that the standard measurement model K, φ, U, Z for a sharp observable A determines a fuzzy observable with respect to A.
Covariant fuzzy observables
The behavior of an observable under appropriate transformations, like space-time transformations, determines to a large extent the structure of an observable. In such a relativistic approach, developed systematically by George W. Mackey, one takes covariance as a defining property of an observable. In many relevant cases (e.g. position, momentum, spin), although not in some (e.g. phase, time), one has a unique covariant sharp observable, which is also called the corresponding canonical observable. Our investigation in the rest of this paper will concentrate on those covariant observables which are fuzzy observables with respect to a canonical observable. In this section we introduce further notation and recall some results, which, if not otherwise stated, can be found e.g. in [12] and [13] .
Let G be a locally compact topological group, which is Hausdorff and satisfies the second axiom of countability. Then G is also metrizable and there exists a left invariant metric which induces its topology (see e.g. [18] ). We fix a closed normal (proper) subgroup H of G, and from now on Ω denotes the quotient group G/H. The groups H and Ω are locally compact, Hausdorff and second countable topological spaces in a natural way. Moreover, the canonical projection 
Definition 2. Let U be a strongly continuous unitary representation of G in a Hilbert space H. We say that the observable
for all g ∈ G, X ∈ B(Ω).
In the sequel we will need the following result concerning the structure of G-covariant observables. Let E be a G-covariant observable. Then for any X ∈ B(Ω),
For a proof see [14, Prop. 8 ].
We will assume that there exists a G-covariant sharp observable P : B(Ω) → L(H) with respect to U. By the Imprimitivity Theorem of Mackey [17] this is the case if and only if U is equivalent to a representation induced from some representation of the subgroup H. Moreover, the pair (U, P ) is equivalent to the canonical system of imprimitivity. This means that there is a separable Hilbert space K such that we may (and always will) assume H to be the space L 2 (Ω, µ Ω , K) of K-valued weakly measurable square-integrable functions and P (X)ψ = χ X ψ for all X ∈ B(Ω) and ψ ∈ H (for a convenient summary see e.g. [1] ). Throughout this article (U, P ) is a fixed canonical system of imprimitivity, if not otherwise stated. If E is a G-covariant observable and fuzzy with respect to P , we call E a covariant fuzzy observable, for short.
Proof. The mappingρ clearly satisfies the condition (i) in Definition 1 so we concentrate on the condition (ii). For any bounded Borel function f : Ω → C, let us define the function
In this notation ρ(ω
measurable} coincides with B(Ω).
First, if f belongs to the set C c (Ω) of continuous functions with compact support, then f is left uniformly continuous and F f is continuous. In particular, F f is measurable.
Let us then consider the case where f = χ A for some open set A ⊂ Ω.
As Ω is locally compact and second countable, the set A is σ-compact. Therefore, we may choose an increasing sequence (K n ) of compact sets such that K n ⊂ A and n K n = A. Using Urysohn's Lemma we find for each n a function f n ∈ C c (Ω) such that 0 ≤ f n (ω) ≤ 1 for all ω ∈ Ω, f n (ω) = 1 for all ω ∈ K n and f n (ω) = 0 for all ω / ∈ A. The function χ A is the pointwise limit of the sequence (f n ). By the dominated convergence theorem 
An argument analogous to (7) shows that M is a monotone class. By the monotone class lemma [12, p. 66 ] the monotone class M 0 generated by A coincides with the σ-algebra B 0 generated by A. 
is a covariant fuzzy observable. Moreover, for any unit vector ψ ∈ H the probability measure p Eρ ψ takes the form
where p P ψ * ρ is the convolution of the measures p P ψ and ρ.
Proof. It follows directly from Lemma 1 that E ρ is a fuzzy observable with respect to P . Let g ∈ G, X ∈ B(Ω), and ψ ∈ H. Since P is
Thus E is G-covariant.
The last claim follows from the fact that for any X ∈ B(Ω),
The Dirac measure δ ω at a point ω ∈ Ω yields a fuzzy observable E δω , which is the translated spectral measure
also denoted by P ω . This differ from the canonical spectral measure P only by 'the choice of the origin'. Equation (8) can be written in the form
Thus the operators E ρ (X) are weighted means of the translated projections P ω (X), ω ∈ Ω.
Example 1. Let ρ be a probability measure ρ with a finite support
As n i=1 λ i = 1, we see that the fuzzy observable E ρ is a convex combination of the sharp observables P ω 1 , . . . , P ωn . Therefore, we may think of E ρ as a mixture of translated sharp observables.
Example 2. Let ρ be a probability measure andρ the corresponding confidence measure (defined in Lemma 1). Assume that ρ is absolutely continuous with respect to the Haar measure µ Ω and let f be the corresponding Radon-Nikodým derivative. Define the functionf byf (ω) = f (ω −1 ). For any set X ∈ B(Ω) the confidence measureρ defines a fuzzy event X, as in Section 2. The fuzzy event X can be written simply as a convolution of the characteristic function χ X and the functionf, since
Coarse-graining
Let T (H) be the set of all trace-class operators on H and M(Ω) the set of all complex Radon measures on Ω. An observable E : B(Ω) → L(H) defines a linear mapping
In particular, if T is a state, i.e. a positive trace one operator, then Using the Jordan decomposition of a measure one infers from (i) that W is a bounded linear map.
If E 2 is a coarse-graining of E 1 , for any two states S, T ∈ T (H) + 1 the following implication holds:
This means that the state distinction power of E 2 does not exceed that of E 1 . 
The observable E corresponding to the map W ν • V P is the fuzzy observable given by equation (1) .
If E is a G-covariant observable, equation (6) implies that for any T ∈ T (H), the measure V E (T ) is absolutely continuous with respect to µ Ω . Thus, we may identify V E (T ) with its Radon-Nikodým derivative with respect to µ Ω and hence the mapping V E with the corresponding mapping from T (H) to L 1 (Ω). For our subsequent needs we state and give a proof of the following known result.
Lemma 2. The mapping V
Proof. Let f be a function in L 1 (Ω) and write it as f = f 1 − f 2 + i(f 3 − f 4 ), where f n , n = 1, 2, 3, 4, are nonnegative functions and belong to L 1 (Ω). Fix a unit vector ϕ ∈ K and for each n = 1, 2, 3, 4
is a trace-class operator and V P (T ) = f .
Proposition 2. Let E be a G-covariant observable. If E is coarser than P , then E = E ρ for some probability measure ρ : B(Ω) → [0, 1].
Proof. Assume that E is coarser than P . By definition there exists a linear map W :
For any ξ ∈ Ω and f ∈ L 1 (Ω), we define (
is a linear mapping. We will show that for all ξ ∈ Ω,
Together with a result of Wendel [23, Theorem 1] as formulated in [16, p. 376] this then implies that W is of the form W (f ) = f * ρ for some probability measure ρ. By equation (9) this means that E = E ρ .
To prove (15) , fix ξ ∈ Ω and choose g ∈ G such that π(g) = ξ. Since E is covariant, we get
for all T ∈ T (H). The same is true for V P , that is,
Comparing equations (14), (16) and (17), we get
As the mapping V P is surjective, equation (15) follows from (18).
Corollary 1. Let E be a G-covariant observable. The following are equivalent: (i) E is a fuzzy observable with respect to P ;
(ii) E is coarser than P ; (iii) There is a probability measure ρ such that E = E ρ .
Proof. In Example 3 it was shown that (i) implies (ii). By Proposition 2 (ii) implies (iii)
. That (iii) implies (i) was shown in Proposition 1.
Properties of covariant fuzzy observables
In this section we study the norm-1-property as well as the regularity of a covariant fuzzy observable and we find a necessary and sufficient condition for a fuzzy observable to be informationally equivalent to its sharp counterpart.
5.1.
The norm-1-property. Sharp observables P , i.e. spectral measures, have the property that the norm of any P (X) = O is one. Spectral measures are not the only observables having this property, called the norm-1-property in [14] . Some examples are given in [14] . If an observable E has the norm-1-property, then for each E(X) = O there is a sequence of vector states (ϕ n ) such that lim n→∞ p E ϕn (X) = 1. The following proposition shows that among the covariant fuzzy observables only the translated spectral measures have the norm-1-property.
Proposition 3. Let E be a G-covariant observable which is fuzzy with respect to P . Then E has the norm-1-property if and only if E
Proof. If E is a spectral measure, then it has the norm-1-property. Assume now that ρ is a probability measure on Ω and E is defined by equation (8) . Then E = P ω if and only if ρ = δ ω . Therefore it is enough to show that if E has the norm-1-property, then supp (ρ) is a one point set.
For any X ∈ B(Ω), )) < 1.
5.2.
Regularity. An observable E is called regular, if for each O = E(X) = I, the spectrum of E(X) extends both below and above 1 2 . For such an observable, for each (nontrivial) E(X) there are vector states ϕ such that p E ϕ (X) > 1/2 and p E ϕ (X ) < 1/2, a property which resembles the fact that for each (nontrivial) projection P (X) there is a ϕ such that p P ϕ (X) = 1 and p P ϕ (X ) = 0. If an observable E is regular, then its range {E(X)|X ∈ F} is a Boolean system with respect to the natural order and complement of the set of effects restricted to the range [11] .
Clearly, an observable having the norm-1-property is also regular. Next we give an example of covariant fuzzy observable which is regular and which is not a spectral measure.
Example 4.
Let ω 1 , ω 2 ∈ Ω be distinct points. Let E be a proper convex combination of the translated spectral measures P ω 1 and P ω 2 , that is,
for some t ∈ ( 1 2 , 1). For any X ∈ B(Ω), the projections P ω 1 (X) and P ω 2 (X) commute, so that also their product Q := P ω 1 (X)P ω 2 (X) is projection. The differences P ω 1 (X) − Q and P ω 1 (X) − Q are mutually orthogonal projections, and the spectral decomposition of the effect E(X) is
Assume that the spectrum of E(X) lies under 1 2 . This means that P ω 1 (X) − Q = Q = O, implying also that P ω 1 (X) = O and by equation (6) , µ Ω (Xω 2 ) = 0, and by equation (6) , P ω 2 (X) = O. Therefore, the spectrum of any E(X) = O extends above 1 2 . If O = E(X) = I, then also the complement effect E(X ) = I − E(X) has t or 1 in spectrum. This implies that either 0 or 1 − t belongs in the spectrum of E(X), showing that the observable E is regular.
Even though there are regular fuzzy observables, regularity is a surprisingly strong condition. Proposition 4 shows that many typical fuzzy observables (see Section 6.2) are not regular. Proof. As in the proof of Proposition 3, we get the inequality
for any X ∈ B(Ω). For every > 0 there exists a δ > 0 such that ρ(ωX) < whenever µ Ω (ωX) < δ (see [12, Theorem 3.5] ). Hence, µ Ω (X) < δ implies that ρ(ωX) < for every ω ∈ Ω. Since Ω is not discrete, the Haar measure µ Ω has arbitrarily small positive values. Thus we can choose
for every ω ∈ Ω and this together with equation (19) gives
5.3. Informational equivalence. We shall next investigate the state distinction power of fuzzy observables. In general, two observables E 1 , E 2 are called informationally equivalent if for any two states S, T ∈ T (H)
This means that informationally equivalent observables have the same ability to distinguish between different states. Clearly, E 1 and E 2 are informationally equivalent if and only if for any two unit vectors ϕ, ψ ∈ H we have p
ψ . Since a fuzzy observable is a coarse-graining of a sharp observable, its ability to distinguish states does not exceed that of the sharp observable. However, a fuzzy observable can be informationally equivalent to the underlying sharp one. Proposition 5 deals with this matter.
Let the group Ω = G/H be Abelian. If ρ is a probability measure on Ω, its Fourier-Stieltjes transformρ is the bounded continuous function on the dual groupΩ, defined bŷ
where ω, ξ = ξ(ω) is the value of the character ξ at the point ω.
Proposition 5. 
It follows that the support ofF is contained in U and thereforeρF = 0. This means that
We now write 4 , where the F j , j = 1, 2, 3, 4, are nonnegative functions and belong to L 1 (Ω). Since F = 0, either
We consider the case F 1 = F 2 , the other one being similar.
Equation (20) implies that
As 
Examples
In this section we illustrate the concepts and results of the previous sections by the Stern-Gerlach experiment and by some localization observables.
6.1. The Stern-Gerlach experiment. In the most simplified, though prototypical textbook description of a Stern-Gerlach experiment a spin- 1 2 atom prepared in a vector state φ orbit ⊗ ψ spin is directed (say, horizontally) to a (say, vertical) Stern-Gerlach magnetic field. Writing ψ spin = c ↑ ψ ↑ + c ↓ ψ ↓ , the action of the magnet on the atom is described by a unitary transformation coupling its spin and spatial degrees of freedom:
The deflected atom hits a screen producing a spot on it. The counting of the spots (that is, the collecting of the measurement statistics of up and down deflected atoms) can be modelled by projection operators P ↑ and P ↓ representing the localization of the atom in the upper or lower half planes of the screen. The relevant measurement outcome probabilities are then
When these probabilities are expressed in terms of a two-valued spin observable E and the incoming spin state ψ spin , that is, ψ spin |E ↑ ψ spin := p ↑ and ψ spin |E ↓ ψ spin := p ↓ , the measured spin observable E has the form I, the measured fuzzy spin observables are informationally equivalent to the sharp one, s ↑ . Being a two-valued observable E is regular. The norms of E ↑ and E ↓ are their larger eigenvalues which are equal to one only when these effects are the spin projections. (A more realistic account of a Stern-Gerlach experiment as a spin measurement experiment can be read, for instance, in [6] , but the basic picture is essentially the same.) 6.2. Localization on R. The usual position observable on R is the spectral measure P : B(R) → L(L 2 (R)), P (X)ψ = χ X ψ. It is covariant under the regular representation U : R → U(H), [U(x)ψ](y) = ψ(y − x). The representation U is induced from the trivial representation of the trivial subgroup {0}. All R-covariant localization observables are characterized explicitly in [8] . We emphasize that there exist also other covariant position observables than the sharp and fuzzy localization observables. Even non-commutative covariant localization observables exist.
Davies [9] calls an observable E f : B(R) → L(L 2 (R)), E f (X) = (f * χ X )(P ), where f is a probability density function, an approximate position observable. This is a covariant fuzzy observable, the probability measure beingf dµ, wheref (x) = f (−x) (see Example 2). According to Proposition 5 the approximate position observable E f is informationally equivalent to the sharp position observable P if and only if supp (f ) = R. For example, if f is a Gaussian function, then the Fourier transform of f is also Gaussian and E f is informationally equivalent to P . Also the functions for all n, m ∈ Z.
Proposition 6. A T-covariant localization observable E is fuzzy with respect to P if and only if E commutes with P .
so E can be written as
We finally note that not all commutative T-covariant localization observables are fuzzy. This can be demonstrated by the following example, due to A. Toigo [20] . Set c n,n = 1 for all n ∈ Z and for all n, m ∈ Z, n = m define c n,m = 1, if n and m are even; 0, otherwise.
Then (c n,m ) satisfies conditions (a) and (b) stated after eq. (22), and using Proposition 1 in [7] it is easy to see that the localization observable E defined by (c n,m ) is commutative. Since, for example, c 2,4 = 1 and c 3,5 = 0, Lemma 3 shows that E does not commute with P and therefore, is not fuzzy.
